We find shock wave solutions to collective field equations for quantum mechanical many particle system. Importance of the existence of a "tension" working on the surface of the shock-wave front is pointed out. § I. Introduction
The study of collective motion in many body systems was one of the active subjects of the 1950's.n Recently Jevicki and Sakita 2 ) have considered this old subject in order to explore and motivate applications of similar ideas and methods to modern problems of quantum field theory. Their collective field approach to many particle quantum mechanical systems is elegant and sufficiently general so that one can apply the formalism to quantum field theories including non-Abelian gauge theories.
Their approach is essentially regarded as a fluid dynamical theory of the system. From this point of view we confine our discussion to many particle quantum mechanical systems and find shock wave solutions to collective field equations.
Our shock wave solutions are essentially based on the method proposed by Taylor, 3 ) who discussed the mechanical effects produced by the first atomic explosion in New Mexico in 1945. We expect that such solutions exist in other quantum field theories, if we follow Jevicki and Sakita's formalism. But, of course, this depends on the choice of interacting parts. In the present paper we adopt the "potential" of collective variables in the form of (8) in § 2, and then find shock wave solutions. Here it is pointed out that the existence of a "tension" working on the surface of the shock-wave front is important for shock wave solutions. § 2. Field equations Let us consider a quantum mechanical system of 1V Bose particles. The
Hamiltonian of this system is given by where the second term is the two particle interaction energy, while the third is the energy clue to a common potential U(r). Introducing the collective variable p(r) of clenshy defined by
i=l jevicki and Sakita obtained the effective Hamiltonian of this system, 1.e., 
and .
The equation of continuity 1s obtained by the Heisenberg equation for p, I.e.,
P-t-l_y. (pv+vp)
=0.
(7)
Our a!ln ts to find shock wa\·e spherically symmetric classical ones. and take a "potential" such as solutions to Eqs. (6) and (7), especially, For this purpose, we set fz 2 ->0 in C() [p] ,)'hock Waves zn Collecti7Je Field Theorin for Jiany Particle Systems 1381
where r, br and Po are constants. Radial parts of Eqs. (6) and (7) are then
where u is the radial velocity and the "pressure" P 1s defined by the sum of "partial pressure"
In order to soh·e those equations, we now set"
(12)
Here R (t) is the radius of the shock wave forming the outer edge of the disturbance.
Outside of the shock wave we suppose u(r, t) =0 and p(r, t) =p 0 =constant for r > R (t).
Substituting (12) and (13) into (9) and (10), and writing ¢' and ~/ for 8¢/Dr; and D~J/Dr;, we get 
we have two continuity equations of energy and momentum, i.e., 
_f!__!J( -t-P. [pv (v
From (24), (25) and (26) we obtain three conservation laws of mass, energy and momentum between the two regions before and behind the shock wave boundary r; = 1. In order to express these laws, we assign the subscript 0 to denote quantities in the region which has not yet reached the shock front and the subscript 1 to denote quantities in the region just behind the front. Then we have 
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These equations are shown in Appendix A. Here the existence of the "tension" working on the surface of the shock-wave front has been simply assumed. We shall see later that there is no shock wave solution when T=O.
Eliminating velocities from (28), (29) 
Field equations (21) and (22) 
where a= (2b / p0) 1 / 2 is the phonon velocity in our fluid (see Appendix B). Hence, from (40) we have the boundary value of z/;1 (1!=1) such as From (47) one can see b>O, so that the "tension" T should be negative from (46). 
1-o
The velocity R of shock-wave front is given by (47), i.e., R = (1-c) ). which is satisfied by the equation (r;-rp1) 2 =c,01 (·r;). Therefore. after this point -r; <r;o it is impossible to depict curves of rp1 and </11 by the computer calculation.
Moreover, around this point it may be important to take account of higher derivative terms clue to quantum effects which are neglected in our equations. From these reasons we make our computer stop near the point r; 
to yield PoUo=[J1 U1• Here we have assumed the left-hand side in (A·1) to be zero as c--)0.
Proof of (29):
Consider the identity Substituting Eq. (25) into (A· 3), >Ye get to yield where
Here we have assumed the left-hand side in (A· 3) to be zero as c---+0. After some calculations (A· 4) is reduced to (29).
Proof of (30):
Consider the identity (A·6) Substituting Eq. (26) into (A· 6), we have
where T is defined by
The right-hand side is nothing but the force normal to the shock-wave surface. 
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This may correspond to the "tension" front. Here we simply assume T~O. to (30) by using p0U0 = p1 [T1.
working on the surface of the shock-wave The equation (A· 7) is, therefore, reduced
Appendix B
The phonon velocity a in our fluid can be found by linearizing the equations 
